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0. Introduction 

The Unicode Standard Core Specification shows “The New Tai Lue script uses visual ordering—a 

characteristic it shares with the Thai and Lao scripts. This means that the four New Tai Lue vowels that occur 

visually on the left side of their associated consonant are stored ahead of those consonants in text.” But the 

core specification and the code chart don’t show which four letters are the letters mentioned above, that are 

recorded in IndicPositionalCategory.txt. 

Under “Visual_Order_Left” part, several vowels in Thai, Lao, Tai Viet and New Tai Lue scripts are included. 

When we checked the Thai, Lao and Tai Viet blocks in the code charts, this kind of vowels are marked with 

the clear annotations, which precede a consonant in visual order, but there is any annotation in New Tai Lue 

block. The clear annotations in the code charts will be useful for the end users and the future encoding works. 

 

1. Annotation methods 

In Thai and Lao, this kind of vowels are encoded continuously without any break, so it’s better to put the 

sentence “These vowels precede a consonant in visual order.” before this kind of vowels in the code charts. 

They are U+0E40 เ, U+0E41 แ, U+0E42 โ, U+0E43 ใ, U+0E44 ไ; U+0EC0 ເ, U+0EC1 ແ, U+0EC2 ໂ, U+0EC3 ໃ, 

U+0EC4 ໄ. 

In Tai Viet, this kind of vowels are inserted among other vowels, so it’s better to add the annotations under 

the code points. They are U+AAB5 ꪵ, U+AAB6 ꪶ, …, U+AAB9 ꪹ, …, U+AABB ꪻ, U+AABC ꪼ. 

The encoding order of this kind of vowels in New Tai Lue in the code chart is similar to that of Tai Viet, so the 

annotation method for Tai Viet is also suitable for New Tai Lue. 

 

2. Which vowels? 

IndicPositionalCategory.txt shows they are U+19B5 ᦵ, U+19B6 ᦶ, U+19B7 ᦷ, …, U+19BA ᦺ. 

In the paper Xishuangbanna Dai Script (《西双版纳傣文》) written by Mr. Dao Shixun (刀世勋) who is one 

of the important Xishuangbanna Dai Script reformers with Mr. Fu Maoji (傅懋𪟝) and WG2 N2242 (L2/00-

290) submitted by China NB all show the same results. Note that U+19B6 ᦶ is not listed separately in N2242. 

http://www.unicode.org/wg2/docs/n2242.doc
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2000/00290-n2242.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2000/00290-n2242.pdf
rick
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Fig. 1 Vowel list in the paper Xishuangbanna Dai Script 

 

Fig. 2 041, 042 & 045 in WG2 N2242 
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3. Suggestion 

I suggest update the annotation information for U+19B5 ᦵ, U+19B6 ᦶ, U+19B7 ᦷ, and U+19BA ᦺ in 

NamesList.txt as below. 

19B5 NEW TAI LUE VOWEL SIGN E 

 * precedes consonant in visual order 

19B6 NEW TAI LUE VOWEL SIGN AE 

 * precedes consonant in visual order 

19B7 NEW TAI LUE VOWEL SIGN O 

 * precedes consonant in visual order 

19BA NEW TAI LUE VOWEL SIGN AY 

 * precedes consonant in visual order 
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